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Decomposing Controllers Into Non-Conflicting
Distributed Controllers t
Padmanabhan Krishnan
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Bond Universiry
Gold Coast, Queensland 4229, Austa-alia
Email:pkrishna@staff.bond.edu.au
Abstract. In this article we present an application of decompositions of automata to obtain distributed controllers. The decomposition technique is derived
from the classical method of partitions. Tiffs is then applied to the domain of
discrete event systems. We show that it is possible to decompose a monolithic
controller into smaller controllers which are non-conflicting. This is derived from
the notion of decompositions via partitions. Some global state information is necessary to ensure that the joint behaviour of the component automata is identical
to the original controller. The global state Ifffomtation required is identical to
the global information present in Zielonka asynchronous automata. The joint behaviour of the component automata is shown to be non-conflicting.
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1 Introduction
It is well known that one can synthesise controllers for discrete event systems (DES)
using von-Neumann discrete game playing techniques [RW89]. In the context of automata one is given a system description (also called a plant or environment) and a
specification of desired behaviour. The synthesis process generates an automaton called
the conlroller or supervisor. The synthesis process ensures that the joint behaviour of
the conlxoller and the plant is within the behaviours stated in the specification. The principal advantage of this synthesis process is that it is completely automatic. Furthermore,
the synthesised controller is the most general controller (i.e., the controller that permits
the largest possible behaviom-). In this article we present an approach to synthesising
distribtued/parallei controllers.
The modular approach to developing (including specification, refinement, verification) systems is the most promising technique to overcoming complexity [Jon94b, dRLP98].
Compositional techniques allow one to combine smaller systems to obtain larger ones.
But it imposes certain conditions to ensure that the large system satisfies the requirements. While there is knowledge concerning general compositional ideas [dRLP98], the
situation for controller synthesis is not that clear. [WR88] identify a suff~cient condition
called non-conflicting under which the joint operation of t~vo controllers is valid. The
literature [Won04] indicates that modular synthesis of controllers is difficult and not
1 Part of tiffs work was supported by Siemens Research, Munich, Germany.

always successful. [SW04] show how the state space of a single controller can be reduced but do not address the distributed case. The general synthesis problem especially
related to implementation is eitber undecidable or NP-complete [SEM03]. [PTV01] also
show how decentralised control over partial observations does not always admit finite
state controllers (although the overall system may be finite state). This is because the
projection on the individual observations anay yield non-regular languages. Tripakis in
[Tri04] shows that determining the existence of a function that determines the validity
of a distributed observation is undecidable. This result is related to the undecidability of a decentralized supervisdry control problem. Therefore, the next best thing is to
perform a "monolithic" synthesis and then automatically decompose the controller to
obtain distributed controllers. By obtaining a suitable distributed automata over different alphabets, this process can also be viewed as yielding a decentralised controller over
partial observations. It is this problem that we solve in tbis paper.
Our solution to this problem is presented in two stages. In the first stage we ~reat
the controller obtained from the monolithic synthesis as an independent entity (i.e., an
open system). We adapt the classical decomposition technique [HS66] to split tfie large
controller into two components along with synchronisation restrictions. The key result
is that this process yields non-conftcting controllers. In the second stage we simplify
the two controllers (i.e., relax the synchronisation requirements) by taking the behaviour
of the plant into account. While this affects the overall behaviour of the controller, it
does not alter the correctness of the controller worldng in conjunction with the plant.
This technique illustrates how a collection of simple controllers each controlling only
certain aspects of behaviour but achieving the overall control can be constructed. The
strategy described in this paper can be summarised as follows.
1~
2.
3.
4.

Generate modular controllers from the distributed system.
If the generated controllers are non-conflcting then no further action is necessary.
Otherwise, generate a monolithic controller.
Decompose the monolithic controller to obtain two non-conflcting controllers.
This is described in section 3 and an example is presented in section 4.
5. Simplify the two controllers using the behaviour of the plant. This is described in
section 5.

In the next section we review the relevant results pertaining to decomposition of automata using partitions, relevant definitions from DES and the definition of distributed
automata. We then introduce a different presentation of distributed automata. This is
followed by the main results of this paper. First we show the decomposition of a single automaton into distributed automata such that the languages accepted by them are
the same. Then we show that the decomposition process using partitions ensures nonconflcfing behaviour. Two examples, one of which is devoted to the decomposition of
controllers, are then presented. Finally, we present the extension to the basic technique
which takes into account the behaviour of the plant tbat is being controlled.

2 Preliminaries
In this section we briefly recall tbe concepts and notation required to explain deconapositions and controllers. The details concerning decompositions can be found in [HS66,Ho182]

while the details concerning discrete event systems and controllers can be found in
[RW89].
2.1 Decompositions
A finite state automaton A consists ofa 5 tuple (Q, Z, --~, qO, F) where Q is a finite set
of states, Z a finite input alphabet, --~C_ Q x Z x Q is the la-ansition relation, q0 E Q the
initial state and F C_ Q the set of final states. As a notational convenience (q, a, q~) E---+
is often written as q ~+ q¢.
We extend the transition relation to sets. That is, for (X C_ Q) and (a ~ Z) we let
X ~4 Y where Y = {q’ [ (q E X), (q ~ q’)}. Given two automata NI=(QI,Z, --~1
,q~,F~) and ~2=(Qa,Z~ ~2,q~,Fa) we write (~ _< ~-2) if there is a su~jectivepartial
map ~ from Q2 to Ql satisfying the following three properties: 1) V q,q~ ~ Qa, a ~ Z:
~q(q) ~1 rl(q’) implies q ~2 q’, 2) q(q2°) = q~0 and 3)F2 = {q ~ Q2 ] q(q) E
That is, there is a covering homomorphism from A2 to ~-l. It is possible for ~2 to
have more states and transitions than N1. However, if ~2 has no a move in a state q,
there cannot be an a move from ~(q) or ~q (q) is undefined.
Given two automata ~-I and N2 over a common input alphabet Z, define (-~1
to represent the synchronousp~vduct (also called the meet operator in [Won04]). That
is, the automaton (~1 11 "~2) iS defined as (Q1 x Q2,Z, ~,ql0 x q~°,Fl x Fa) where
(qbq2) ~ (q],q~2) if and only ifq~ ~1 q~ and qa ~ q~. We say (AI ][ ~-2) is a
decomposition of ~. if and only if ~ _< (NI [I ~2). A decomposition of~ into (.~ []
is non-trivial if N is not identical to ~1 or
Given 3~, a partition n over Q is admissible if and only if for every X belonging to
and for every a in the input alphabet, there is a Y belonging to n such that X ~4- Z and
ZC_Y.
The product of two partitions nI and ~2 written as ~ri - ~ is defined as follows.
{ X~ Y [ X fi ~, Y ~ ~, X~ Y 0}. The finest partition d_ 0 is defined to be set of
all singletons of Q. The coarsest partition TQ iS the set { Q }. A partition is non-trivial
if it is neither the coarsest nor the finest partition. Two partitions are orthogonal if their
product yie]ds the finest partition.
Proposition 1 (IHolg2]). If a given automaton A has two non-trivial orthogonal partitions each of which is admissthle, then it has a non-trivial decomposition.
The proof of the proposition constructs M_1 mad M2 by considering orthogonal admissible partitions. That is, each state in the component automata is actually a subset of
states of the original automaton. The construction also ensures that fl, _< (MI H M2). In
such a case, M is said to be decomposed via partitions.

2.2

Non-Conflicting Controllers

Given a description of a plant (say P) (or the environment) and a desired specification
(say S), the purpose of a controller (say C) is to ensure that the operation of the plant is
within the desired specification. That is, the behaviour of(P [] C) should be contained

in S. There are certain restrictions on C for it to be called a controller for E Every
symbol in the alphabet of tt~e automaton P can be classified as either controllable or
uncontrollable. A controllable action can either be disabled or enabled by the controller.
An uncontrollable action cannot be disabled to the controller. Hence in any global state
of (P II C), if P can exhibit an uncontrollable action, C must also be able to exhibit it.
This can be fomlally stated as follows. Given an alphabet Z, let Z, denote the uncontrollable subset of Z and Ze denote lhe controllable subset of Z. A prefix closed
language L is a controllable language with respect to a prefix closed language G if and
only if for every ~t E Z* belonging to L and a belongthg to Z,, ifcza belongs to G, eta
belongs to L. Here G represents the trace behaviour of the plant P and L the trace behaviour of the controller C. in any given state of the computation (denoted by ~z), if the
plant can perform an uncontrollable action (a) the controller must allow it to occur. The
above definition can be extended to non-prefix closed languages. A language L is a controllable language with respect to a language G iff the prefix closure of L controllable
with respect to the prefix closure of G.
The controller itself may consist of a number of parallel components, and the key
idea is that they should not be conflcting one another. Given a regular language L_, let_
~ represent the pr e~fix closure of L. Two langua~ges L_and_K are non-conflicting iffL 71K
is identical to L 7~ K. It is easy to see that L 7~K C_ L N K. So, to verify non-conflcting
behaviour, we only have to show inclusion in one direction. The usefulness of nonconflcting behaviour is illustrated by the following proposition.
Proposition 2 ([WR88]). Let L 1 and L2 be supremal (largest with respect to inclusion)
controllable sub-languages of Ei and E2 mspectivel)~ If Li and L2 are non-conflicting
controllable languages, L~ ff~ L2 is the supremal controllable sublanguage of El
We now give an example to illustrate the problem of conflcting controllers or supervisors.

Fig. 1. Conflicting Automata

Consider the two automata sho~vn in figure 1. Let L be the language accepted by
the automaton shown on the left and K be the language accepted by the automaton
shown on the right. Note that L 71K = {abcd}. Consider the string abca which belongs
to (L 71K). This is because the string abcabcd belongs to L and the string abcad belongs
to K. Hence the string abca belongs to the intersection oflhe prefix closures oflhe two
languages. However, it cannot belong to the prefix closure of (L q? K). Such behaviour is

conflcting because if the environment asks for permission to exhibit the symbol a after
exhibiting abc, both controllers give their permission. But the system becomes stuck as
no extension of this string can lead to a final state. Hence the system enters a deadlock
state. This arises as the automaton is viewed as interacting with an environment rather
than as a pure acceptor. In other words, non-conflcting controllers ensure the plant does
not deadlock under their joint supervision.
2.3

Asynchronous Automata

We now describe asynchronous automata [Zie87]. We assume a finite set Loc = { 1 ~..., n}
of agents. Associated at each location is an automaton with its corresponding alphabet. These are combined as follows. Let (21,22,..., Z,,) be a distributed alphabet and
(~ll,A2,... ~&~) be the associated automata. We will assume that the state spaces of the
component automata are pairwise disjoint but could have overlapping alphabets.
Let 5"= U Zi. ForaEZletloc(a)={jl aEZj}.WedefineQ= ~J Qjtobe
iELoc

i~Loc

the set of local states. Given L C_ Loc, we define tbe set of possible L-states, QL = { q:
L -~ Q I Vl ~ L, q(l) ~ QI }. QL defines the global state of the automaton as viewed
from locations in L. For every action a ~ Z we write Q~ to represeut Qloc(a)- Similarly,
for q ~ QLoc, we let qa represent the restriction of q to Ioc(a) and q-a represent the
restriction of q to Loc-- lot(a).
A set of a-transifions (indicated by ~aC_ Qa x Qa) is defined for every q and q~
belonging to Q to be (q, q’) ~ implies that for every / belonging to lot(a), q(1)
These are the a moves or the moves made by the automata to exhibit a. Strictly
speaking the individual transitions are not necessary, but they help in the presentation
of the automata. If one is given only =>a, the local transitions can be derived. The
global transition relation on Q~o~, written as q ~ q~ is defined to be (q~, q~a) ~=~a and
Assume a global initial q0 and a set F of final states. That is, for every l, q°(l)
is identical to to @. Similarly, if f belongs to F, for every l, f(l) belongs to F~. The
Zielonka asynchronous automaton is given by the 5-tuple (Ql.oe~ Z, ~, q°,F). At this
stage it is relevant to note that the asynchronous automata are not the same as the taking
the sychronous product of the individual automata. In asynchronous automata not all
states in the product space where the an action is possible individually is necessarily
enabled. As shown in [Zie87] the language ((aa [ bb)c+ (a [ b)c)* where I indicates the
shuffl~ cannot be accepted by a product of two automata over the alphabet {a,c} and
{b, c}. An asynchronous automaton can be defined to accept this by defining the global
states where a c can be exhibited to be either after one a and one b or after two as and
two bs.
We use a new presentation of asynchronous automata called restricted product automata. The new representation is useful in the synthesis process. The notion of local
and global states is as before. Instead of having the fanrily of transition relations
we have a family of synchronisation constraints. That is, the states in which the action a
is possible is explicitly defined. For each input symbol a, we assume a set syncha which
is contained in Q~ such tbat if the cardinality of lot(a) is 1, synch~ is identical to Q~.

The interpretation is that an action a can be exhibited only from a permitted a-state.
Such a set is defined for each action in the alphabet. This family of sets represents the
global synchronisation information. The requirement on syncha states that purely local
actions do not depend on any global infomaation and hence cannot be disabled. The
global transition relation, ---~, can now be defined as follows.
We let (q ~ q~) if and only if the three conditions ql ~+l q~ for all l E loc(a),
q-a = q~-a and qa E syncha hold.
The first two conditions are similar to that of Zielonka automata. The last condition
states that the action a can be exhibited only from a penthtted state; or in other words
an action is allowed in state q,. In synchronising automata described in [Ram95], the
component automata can have common states. If a common action is exhibited, the
resulting states have to be identical. As an aside, the difference with synchronising
automata in [Ram95] is 1hat we require the states to "agree" before the action ralher
than after the action.
The following proposition makes it clear/hat restricted product automata are only
a new presentation of asynchronous automata. That is, we are using syntactic sugar to
simplify the synthesis process.
Lemma 3. Deterministic Zielonka asynchronous automata correspond exactly to dete~inistic restricted product automata.
Proof." By converting every a-transition to transitions for the component automata and
by including the a-sta~e into the set of permissible states we can translate one automaton into another. That is, (q,q~) E~a iffq belongs to syncha. Furthemmre, for every l
o
belonging to loc(a), we demand q(l) "--q+t q~(l)
While the theory for asynchronous automata is presented in temas of some finite
components, we now restrict our attention to two component system. This is primarily
because the decomposition theory yields two components. The approach presented here
can be iterated to obtain any number of component systems.

3 Exact and Non-Conflicting Decompositions
Let fit be a controller synthesised from some plant description along with the specified
behaviour. The task is to decompose this automata into two non-conltcting controllers.
We show that decomposition via parlitions followed by the generation of synchronisation conditions and the removal of unnecessary transitions yields the desired result.
Let ..q be decomposed via partitions into N~ mad N2 such thai N _< (N.1 It ~a). Also
assume that the covering map from the states of (N~ II N2) to N_is given by rl. The initial
state and the set of final states in (NI 11N2) are precisely those which are mapped under
~1 to the initial state or final states in the original automaton.
We now describe the technique of extracting the distributed alphabet, the component automata and the synchronising conditions. The first step is to synthesise the
synchronisation restrictions and the second step is to obtain the distributed alphabet.
To compute the synchronisation restrictions, for every action a, define syncha to be
{q ~ (Q~ x Q2) [ ~q’ ~ Q, Vl(q) ~ q’}. Let synch represent the collection the synchronisation sets. The following proposition characterises the importance of synch.

Lemma 4. Let N be decomposed via partitions into ~q, ~2. Also assume that synch as
specified above has been obtained.
If the state (ql, q2) of the automaton (NI II Nz) is reachable undersynch, "q( (ql~ q2) )
is defined and is identical to the intersection of ql and q2.
Proof: Initially this is true as the initial state is (ql, q2) where q0 E (q~ 71 q2). If (q~, q2 )
~+ (q~,q~2), it is essential that q~ ~1 q~l and q2 ~2 q~. The definition of synch
requires ql Aq2 ~+ s. But d~en s has to belong to q] and q~. As the partitions are
orthogonal, q] Cl ql is identical to {s}. Therefore, rl((q], ql)) will be s.
*
3.1

Distributed Alphabet

Thus far we have only generated the two automata along with the synchronisation restrictions. However, the alphabets of the two automata are identical. We now describe
the procedure to drop certain symbols (along with their transitions) from the component
automata thereby obtaining truly distributed automata.
The distributed alphabet is obtained by deleting all "redundant" symbols and hence
the associated transitions. The idea behind removing redundant symbols is that any
symbol that cannot change the local state of machine (say ~l~) or block the o~her component (say .~), can be ignored in -g2. Furthermore, all transitions on the symbol must
also be permitted by synch. In other words, every a a-move of the the first component is
independent of the second component and is permitted by the synchrothsation requirements.
More precisely, a symbol of ~2 is redundant if the following two conditions hold.
1. N_~ has only self-loops on the symbol a. That is, for every qz belonging to Q~,
q~ --~-~ q~.
2. Vq~ E Q~, ( ql ~1 implies Vqz ~ Q2, (ql,q~) ~ syncha).
A symmetric definition for the redundant symbols ofgl will be assumed.

Fig. 2. Example

Consider the automaton and its decomposition shown in figure 2 which will illustrate the identification of a redundant symbol. Let a denote the state { 1,3}, b denote the

state {2,4}, c denote the state {5}, d denote the state { 1,2, 5} and e denote the state
{3,4}. The covering map rl is given as follows:

n(a,d) : l,~l(a,e)=3, rl(b,d) =2,~l(b,e) 4,~l(c,d) 5 andrl(c,e) isnot defined.
The set synchsz is {(a,d), (a,e), (b,d)}. The state (b, e) does not belong to this set
as there is no s2 transition from state 4. Hence the self-loops on s2 in the second component cannot be removed. However, if synch permitted all moves, the self-loops can
be removed. A more detailed case is presented in section 4.
Let .~ over Z be decomposed via partitions into Nt and .R2. Also assume that the
synchronisation sets synch has been synthesised. Let 13~ be the subset of Z obtained by
eliminating redundant symbols with N/to be the restriction of N4 to ZS. Given NIt over
~;] and N.2~ over Z~ the synchronisation constraints are now be restricted to only those
actions that occur in both automata.
Lemma 5. Under the above conditions, ifZ] U X~2 = Z, the language accepmd by ~
(say L) is identical to the language accepted by restricted product automaton derived
ftvm AI!,A2t and synch (say M).
Proof: We first show that L C_ M. The complete proof can be found in [Ho182]. Here we
present the general idea. Let aoal ... an belong to L. Hence there is a run (a sequence of
states) of A qo,ql,.., q,,+l such that q0 is the initial state and qn+l belongs to F. Also
qi ~L~ qi+l. As ~1 is a covering map, there has to exist a global state (q{, q~) mapped
onto to qi. Similar y a g obal state (q~l+!. q~+I) has to exist with the proviso that (q{, q~)
has an a transition to (q]+l, q~+l). The initiality and finality conditions follow directly
from the definition.
We now show M _C L. Let aoal ""an belong to M. Hence there is a global run
(q~,q~), (ql,q~) ..... (q~+l,q~+l). We translate this run into a run of the original automaton. For each (q]:qi2), there will be a state qi such that ~l(q{,qi2) = qi. This is
guaranteed by Lemma 4.
Consider the transition (q] ,q~) ~h. (q’i+t,q~+l) made by the restricted product automaton. In this case synch will contain (q{,qi2). Ifai belongs to both El and Z~, the
transition will be pemaitted in the original automaton. Otherwise, without loss of generalily assume that ai does not belong to Z’I. In that case ai is redundant in AI which
means that in lhe decomposed automaton q{ ~!+ q{. Once again this implies that the
transition will be pennitted in the original automaton.
In otherwords, if the global automaton had an ai ~-ansition in state (q{ ~ qi~), syncho
would have to contain (q~,qi~). This is possible only
ifqi had an ai transition.
¯
The above proposition is valid for any N, N~~ and .g2t with the necessary covering
map and synchronisation sets. A few simplifications can be made for Y~l’ and N2~ that
are derived by using partitions for the decomposition process, i.e., with subsets of states
as the state space. This is related to proposition 4. From the construction of the decompositions, each state of N-i and N2 is a subset of the states of N. As the partitions are
orthogonal, ~] corresponds precisely to the intersection of the appropriate sets. Furthermore, if the intersection of two sets is empty, rl on those states will be undefined. By
proposition 4 it follows that such a global state will not be reachable. We reiterate that
this observation would not hold witfiout synch.

Furthermore, the transition relation on a given input symbol for N_I (similarly for ~q2)
is defined to the union of the transitions on the same symbol for the original automaton.
Hence for action a which belongs to only to one automaton, the set syncha can be
ignored. The details of this construction follows fi’om the proof in [Ho182, page 80].
Sometimes it is helpful to add ’irrelevant’ self loops so that a symbol can be abstracted away to obtain automata that are more loosely coupled. Towards, this the following observation will help.
Let q2 E -’q2 such that q2 has no a move. Furthermore, for every ql E ~1 such that ql
has an a move, let ql f~ q2 be the emptyset. Then adding a self loop on a to q2 does not
change the language accepted by the automata in question. This is because the global
state (qI, q2) is not reachable and hence the question of synchronisation does not arise.
This concludes the discussion of generating synchronising automata.
We now show that the two component automata are non-conflcting. Ensuring this
property is key to our approach. Towards that we assume the following (a property
called trim) about the original automaton. First, we assume that it has no unreachable
states. Second, we also assume tbat front every state, a final state is reachable. The
conversion of an automaton to an equivalent trim automaton is standard [HUT9].
Lemma 6. Let N be a trim deterministic finite automaton decomposed (by partitions)
into Ni and -,q2 with synch. Let L1 be the language accepted by the automaton NI and
L2 be the language accepted by the automaton .~l2. The joint behaviour of NI and .-~2
under synch is non-conflcting.
Proof: Let a E (LI I’lL2). As the state space of the automata accepting ~ is identical to
Qi, we assume that the joint behaviour of the two components on ~ leads to the global
state (ql, q2). Now we have to show that a[3 belongs to both L~ and L2 for some [3 ~ ~;*.
The original automaton on reading ~ would have reached a state q such that ~ (ql, q2)
equals q. If (ql,q2) does not have any move it implies that q does not have any move.
But the original automaton was trim. Hence q has to be 1he final state in which case
(q~, q2) is a final state. Hence ~ being the empty string suffices.
Otherwise, q will accept some ~ towards a final state. As the languages accepted by
the two automata are the same, the joint behaviour should be able to exhibit 13 to a final
state. This shows that the two automata are non-conflcting.
,,
To summarise, we have shown that a decomposition based on partitions yields nonconflcting Zielonka asynchronous automata.
A prototype program to help the user construct orthogonal partitions has been written. The program written in Hugs (a variant of Haskell) [Jon94a] works on an explicit
state transition representation. A program to handle symbolic representation is under
construction. Given a transition system, the user can specify an initial seed partition.
There are two ways of specifying this. The first is a direct enumeration of the seed partition. The second technique is by using a list of actions. This list represents part of
the desired distributed alphabet for the resulting controller. This list of actions can be
automatically generated using the original distributed alphabet. But the user can also
provide any set of actions. A user defined set of actions is useful in the context of PLCs
where inputs/outputs are explicitly specified. In this case, a seed partition is constructed
such that for any action in the given list all transitions are self-loops. For example, ira

belongs to the list of actions and ifq ~. q~, the states q and q~ are identified. The program then computes the finest admissible partition consistent with the seed partition.
Further refinement of the partition is possible by invoking special functions. Given a
list of seed partitions the wogram determines if the resulting admissible partitions are
orthogonal. If they are orthogonal, it computes the synch sets and removes the redundant
symbols.

4 Examples
We present two examples to illustrate lhe approach described earlier. The first is an
asynchronous automaton that cannot be represented by the product of two automata
over a given alphabet. The second is a larger example from the theory of discrete event
systems.
Consider the global automaton accepting the language ( ( ab + ba + aabb + abab +
abba + baba + bbaa + baab)d)*. From [Zie87] it is known that no product decm~position over the distributed alphabet ({b,d},{a,d}) can exist. Therefore, in order to obtain
a cma-ect decomposition global information in the form of synchronisafion restrictions
is required. Applying the decomposition yields the automata shown in figure 3. That is
the first partition is { { 1,2,4}, {3,5,7}, {6,8,9}} while the second partition is { { 1,3,6},
{2,5,8}, {4,7,9} }. The self loops on a (in the first cmnponent) and b (in the second
component) do not have any synchronisation restriations. So they salisfy the requirements for being redundant and hence can be removed. This results in { {b,d}, {a,d} }
as the distributed alphabet.

Fig. 3. The Component Automata

The covering map rl can be described by the usual intersection of the partitions.
From tl one can compute the set syncha to contain precisely two elements, viz., ({3,5,7},{2,5,8})
and ({6,8,9},{4,7,9}). This is because a d transition is possible only from states 5 and
9. Another way to look at this is that the global state ({3,5,7},{4,7,9}) cannot exhibit
a d. Furthelxnore, this state could be reachable as their intersection is non-empty (i.e.,
7). But there is no d transition in state 7 in the original automaton and hence this transition needs to be disabled. By a similar argument, the d transition in the global state
({6,8,9},{2.5,8}) needs to be disabled as state 8 has no d transition.
Our next example is based on the controller for a transfer line containing two machines and a tester linked by buffers as shown below.

This example has been discussed in [Won04]. This example illustrates both the
strength and weakness of the decomposition approach.
The machine MI can start (sl) or finish 0"1). When the machine finishes it places
an item in the buffer BI. If B1 contains any element the machine M2 can start (s2) and
when it finishes (f2) it places an item in B2. The tester can pick up an item from B2 (s3)
and either accept it (a) or reject it (i~) in which case it places it in buffer Bl. The starting
of the machines is controllable and the key is to avoid buffer overfbw or underfhw. We
will assume that buffer B1 has capacity three mad buffer B2 has capacity one.
~q~ile we present the behaviour of the controller and the decomposition using explicit state transition diagrams, symbolic synthesis techniques [BHG+ 93,NW94,MW98]
are actually used in practice. However, it is hard to discuss the behaviour of such controller using symbolic representations such as BDDs [Bry86]. While the state transition
diagrams may look complex, they illustrate the available symmetry which is actually
exploited in the decomposition process. Issues related to the realisation of synthesised
controllers are discussed in [Zha96].
The monolithic controller for this system can be synthesised and is partially shown
in figure 4. The transitions on a and r have been omitted in the diagram. All other
transitions are shown. There are 22 more transitions (for example from state 9 to state
10 on an a, from state 9 to state 15 on an r). The purpose of this figure is only to
illustrate the regular structure present in the controller. Also, the controller synthesised
using symbolic representations cannot be easily understood. In general the action a
signifies that that an item has left the system. Hence it allows Ml to start and hence
introduce a new item in the system while an t" action is as if an old item is reintroduced
into the systom. To begin with the controller can allow three items to be introduced into
the system (sl ,fl, sl ,fI ,s~ ,./’i leading to state 15). After that an Sl can only occur after

Fig. 4. Controller

By applying the theory of partitions twice, we obtain the three component automata
sho~vn in figures 5, and 6. This was achieved by the user guiding the prototype program.
The first partition was achieved by requiring self-loops on the actions
This is because these actions have no effect on B2. The second partition is obtained by
requiring self-loops on sl and f2 (trying to obtain the controller that prevents underfbw
orbs) while lhe third partition was obtained using self-loops on the actions s2~f2~s3
(trying to prevent tbe overt’ow of B 1).
The synch set was initially calculated. It contained elements for the actions a and
r. For example, the decomposed global state (Q1, Rz, $3) (corresponding to state 2) will
not be present in syncha. This is because 1he decomposed global state can exhibit an a
but an a action is not possible from state 2. For the sake of simplicity we do not present
the complete synch set. By applying the simplifications discussed in the next section it
can be shown that no extra global information is required. As an aside, the synch set can
be represented as a constraint on the variables shared by the two component automata.
In the diagrams the state QI refers to the set { 0... 4,9 ... 16,18 ... 20,22,23,26,27),
Q2 to the set {5... 8,17,21,24,25),R~ to the set {0, I} Rz to the set {2,6,7,11,12,16,17,19)
R~ to the set {3 ... 5,20,21,23,...,25},R4 to the set {8,10,13,14),R5 to the set {18,22},
R6 to the set {26,27), R7 to the set {9}, Rs to the set { 15), S1 to the set {0}, Sz to the set
{ 1 }, S~ to the set { 2,3,25,26), $4 to the set {4,5,19,27}, $5 to the set { 6,10,11,22,...
$6 to the set {7,12,14,18,20,21} madS7 to the set {8,9,13,15,.. ,17}.
The automata in figure 5 ensure that buffer B2 never overfbws or underfbws and
that B~ avoids underll)w with respect to machine M 2. For example, an action f~ or an
action r inserts an element into B1 after which Mz can be started. The action s2 removes
an element fi’om the buffer and when the count reaches 0, the machine M~ cannot be
started. This ensures that the buffer BI cannot underll)w. However, the various transitions on the actions s3, a and r are necessary to maintain orthogonality of the projections. We return to this automata later. The automaton in figure 6 specifies the control
on buffer B1 with respect to MI and more or less avoids overl’ow. Machine M 1 has to
know the number of parts in the system before it can decide to produce more parts.
This is because the tester could reject all the parts in the system and a safe behaviour
requires that BI has at least that many free places. For the sake of readability the state
associations (derived from the original automaton) are not shown in the decomposed
automata.

The procedure to obtain non-conflcting controllers can be summarised as follows:
1. Synthesise the single controllen
2. Obtain two orthogonal partitions along with the synchronisation restrictions.
3. Remove redundant symbols and thereby obtain a distributed alphabet.
The current theory focuses only on partitioning into two components. The direct decomposition into multiple components needs further research.
The limitation of the partition approach is clearly demonstrated in the second automaton in figure 5 and figure 6 In the two automata shown, certain states deserve
special attention. We focus our discussion on the state marked RI. Similar arguments

Fig. 5, BujJ’er2 and Bufl~rl Underflow Control

Fig. 6. Bufferl :Overflow Control

hold for the state marked R6, R7, Rs, S1 and $2. The decolnposition process does not
yield any self loop on the actions a and y~ for the state R~. Hence the actions si, a and
f are not redundant. This forces a tighter coupling than desired; but as we show in the
next section this tighter coupling can be loosened.
Also, for this particular problem the states R 1, R3 and R6 can be merged. This would
then introduce self loops on various actions to the automaton. This could then be used
to obtain a more loosely coupled automaton. But the merging ofRi, R~ and R6 does
not yield orthogonal partitions. Similarly, states R5 and R2 can be merged and R7 and
R4 can be merged. This can be done for this problem as state R I, R3 and R6 effectively
remember the buffer B~ being empty, R; and R5 indicate the buffer containing one item,
R4 and R7 the buffer containing two items.
However, such analyses are problem specific and beyond what the theory of partitions yields. That is, the partition technique has to be augmented with problem specific
analysis to further simplify the controllers. This issue is considered in the following
section.

5 Including the Plant Model
So far we have not used the ~act that the original automaton was a controller for a given
plant. We have also not used the division of the input alphabet into controllable and uncontrollable actions. Recall that only controllable actions can be disabled. This implies
that if a controller cannot exhibit an uncontrollable action in a given state, the environment cannot exhibit the action. Therefore, augmenting the controller with a transition

on an uncontrollable action does not change the overall behaviour. Similarly, adding a
transition on a controllable action where the plant cannot use it does not enable any new
behaviours.
The general observation (for product automata) is as follows. Let ql be a state in
the first component and q2 be a state in the second component. If both the states have
no a transition from them adding an a transition to only one of them will not affect their
joint behaviour. As we are synthesising the controllers, we can add extra transitions to
them without enabling unspecified behaviours.
By using transitions that the plant cannot perform, the component controllers automata obtained by the partition technique can be simplified by reducing the required
global information. This simplification will alter the language accepted by the controller
but will not affect the joint behaviour of the plant and the controller.
We now present this more precisely. Let Nc represent the controller and N./, represent the plant. The effect of the controller on the plant can be characterised as follows.
Let cp : QC ~_~ 2Q~ such that q~v E ep( qc) iffthe state ( qp, qe) is reachable in
In other words, cp(qc) identifies all the states the plant could be in while the controller
is in state q~..
If for every qp belonging to ep(qe), qp has no a-move (a can be any action) and qe
has no a transition, consider Nc augmented with the transition qc ~ qc. It is easy to
see that the joint behaviour of the plant and the augmented automaton is identical to the
joint behaviour of the plant and the original automaton.
We now focus on the component controller automata. Let Np, Nc and cp be as
before. Let Nc~ mad Nc2 be the decomposition of Nc with synch the synchronisation
set.
Consider an action a such that all a transitions in Nc~ are only self-loops. Let N~ =
{ q E Nc~ ] q ~,~Z~ }. The set No identifies the states that have no a transitions. Let ql
be a state belonging to No. If for every state (q~) of the automaton Nc~, q~ ~2 implies
cPO] (ql, q~)) 7~1", augment Nc~ with the transition q~ ~I q~ and let synch~ be synch
augmented with { (qt,qz) I q2 ~ }. Call this new automaton N~c.~. By a syrrm~etric
process obtain ~c~ from
Under the above assumptions lhe following property is valid. The proof of the above
proposition is obvious and follows from the definition of the product of automata.
Lemma 7. The joint behaviour of ~tG and N~c~ under synch~ with ~p is identical to
the joint behaviour of NcI and Nc? under synch with Np.
We conclude this section with a discussion of an example from the previous section.
The first automaton shown in figure 5 (the controller for the second buffer) has selfloops on the actions a and r which are unconlrollable actions. By considering the other
decomposed automata syncha and synchr can be augmented with the extra states such
that actions a and r become redundant. Hence the con~oller for that buffer has only s~,
s2

fz and s3 in its alphabet. The new controller is

It sho~vs clearly that the controIler is unconcerned about the outcome of the testing
process as this affects only the first buffer.
Consider the automaton shown in figure 6. When the automaton is in state S~ or $2
(the state of the other component automata being inmaaterial) the plant cannot exhibit
an f2 or an r. This is because both buffers are empty. Hence one can add self loops
on fz and r without changing the joint behaviour. Now by applying the definition of
redundancy, the symbols f2 and r can be removed from the automaton; thus obtaining
a simpler automaton. This is because the controller has to be prepared for an item to be
rejected (an uncontrollable action) and hence reserves a slot for it. However, if the item
is accepted the slot can be released.
Note that self-loops for the symbols s2 and ss cannot be added as the plant can
indeed perforn~ these actions and the controller explicitly disables them. Although one
could add a-loops to the state S~ or Sa, these are not useful as the other states do not
have self-loops on a.
The simplifications can be summarised as follows. In the first case we only augment
the synch sets while in the second case we add extra transitions as well as augment the
synch sets. In both cases the desired outcome is identical, viz., to make a particular
action redundant. As these changes are purely on the structure of the automata they can
be fully automated.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a framework in which a single controller can be decomposed into
non-conflcting controllers. Although we have taken a d!stributed system, constructed a
monolithic system and then synthesised a controller, we have suggested in the introduction that this be used only when the controllers generated from the distributed system
are conttcting.
We now present an example to show the limitations for the partition based technique. Consider tbe automaton ’ ,(~Y~-~ ’0(~ .~) (with0as the start state).
For the first automaton the partition {{0,1},{2}} suffices. However, equating states 0
and 2 or 1 and 2 results in the need to equate all three states. Hence two orthogonal
partitions are not possible.
A method based on set systems [HS66] (instead of partitions arbitrary subsets are
used to obtain the components) could be developed. For example, the set system { { 0,2},{0,1 } }
along with the partition {{0,1},{2}} yields a decomposition. But the drawback of this
approach is that one may need to consider non-deterministic systems which then have
to be determinised. At this point it is not clear if the method based on set systems is as
clean as the one based on partitions for deterministic systems.
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